The Role
We welcome your application for this position and if successful you will be joining our
SEND Department led by Fiona Airey. This is a forward looking, dynamic
department.
SEND Department
The department works with SEND, EAL and vulnerable students.We aim to provide a
stimulating, rewarding experience for all our students. A team of Curriculum Area
Learning Supervisors (CALSs) works with students both inside and outside of
lessons. CALSs have a responsibility to lead interventions for small groups and also
to cover some lessons for absent staff.
We are looking to appoint two new members to our team:
● One to undertake traditional CALSs work and
● One to support the language acquisition of our non English speaking EAL
students. This position has arisen due to a recent influx of EAL students,
particularly those who are “New to English.”
We encourage team members to show initiative, creativity and innovation which is
leading to an improvement in outcomes for all our students. The Faculty is
committed to fully developing students’ confidence in their own abilities and
demonstrating that the learning experience can rich, challenging and enjoyable. We
want our students to be self-motivated, independent learners.
Accommodation, Resourcing and Facilities
There are Specialist areas on both sites and all are equipped with resources to
support students. All Key Stage 3 & 4 students have their own iPad.
CALSs have a flexible and positive approach to daily challenges and enjoy a close
working relationship with a wide range of staff members. We are fully integrated into
all aspects of school life.
Staffing
SENCo: Fiona Airey
Assistant SENCo: Tina Jarvis
CALSs Coordinator: Jane McAteer

Abbot Beyne subscribes to the Equal Opportunities policies of the Local
Education Authority as employers. We are also fully committed to safeguarding

and promoting the welfare of children and young people and expects all staff and
volunteers to share this commitment. Safer recruitment practice and pre-employment
checks will be undertaken before any appointment is confirmed. This post is subject
to an enhanced Disclosure and Barring Service (DBS).

Closing Date – 9th July 2018 (non)
Interviews –
Later that week

Everyone a Learner, Everyone Learning

